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We are here to INFORM
Not SCARE! 



With technology rapidly becoming a more integral part of 

children's lives, research from the eSafety Commission 

shows that on average kids aged eight to 13 have two 

social media accounts and teens aged 14 to 17 have 

three.

Self-generated child exploitation increased by 150pc in 

first six months of 2016



What to do?

Report within 48hrs
Crime Stoppers

Local Police
eSafety Commissioner

ThinkYouKnow

Stop ALL 
communication

Collect the evidence
Chat logs

Screen Shots 



48.6%

Used social media before they 
were 12 years of age.

Source: Student Edge

Roll the stats
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Roll the stats
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of kids use their last name + address 

when signing up for an online profile

45% 

Source: eSafety Commissioner



Have posted a photo online 

with their school uniform on.

1 in 3

Source: eSafety Commissioner
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Of online content on Social Media

is hurtful or inappropriate.

36%

Source: eSafety Commissioner
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Have experienced FOMO

due to checking social media.

1 in 5

Source: eSafety Commissioner

Roll the stats
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Swipe right or left to 
make new friends. If a 
match - you chat!

Users can easily create 
fake profiles/accounts.

Instant chat and video 
conferencing. 

Negative impacts on self-
esteem.

Keep things you don’t 
want your parents 
seeing hidden.

General parent deceit

Untraceable browsing

Cloud Stored Photos

APP WATCH

Secret Vault

Mime to your favourite 
songs and share your 
music clips.

Public settings are default

Strangers can contact 
users directly and send 
messages privately to users 
not set to ‘only friends’ in 
settings.

Adult video content 
published by public and 
popular users.



APP WATCH – Anonymous Messaging & Roulette Chats   

omegle

Video/Web cam 
Functionality.

No control who you 
get paired with to 
chat to.

Chats quickly lead to 
information gathering.

Random Chat Pairing

Removed from App Store 
but still freely available 
online.

Open commenting to a 
personal message space.

No control over who 
contacts you.

Send me feedback

Anonymous answers 

I ask a question. You 
respond anonymously

Anonymous answers

Anonymous answers



APP WATCH – Anonymous Messaging   



http://tiny.cc/AppWatch

APP WATCH
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What is 
SnapChat?
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[ ADD VIDEO ]

SnapMaps
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Our Story+





a picture tells a   1000 words
more than



Private



followers



Location



08JULY2018 15JULY2018 22JULY2018 ?



When you take a photo of a student or their work? 

Do you ask them permission?



ME WE SEE



Stranger Granny BossBully Bestie

PERSPECTIVES
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